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The National Labor Relations Act At Fifty: Roots Revisited,
Heart Rediscovered

I.

INTRODUCTION

Fifty years have passed since enactment of the National Labor
Relations Act of 1935 (NLRA), 1 the nation's seminal labor legislation. No doubt this milestone will be greeted with some amount of
reminiscing and self-congratulation in labor circles. The media will
chronicle the gains by made workers in America since the statute's
enactment, and conclude that they have been remarkable. The
field of labor law, practically unknown in 1935,2 occupies a place of
great importance in academic and practicing legal worlds. Collective bargaining is, by and large, accepted. Extensive private, administrative, and judicial means have been developed to protect
the rights of workers. The institution of labor law, born of the
NLRA, seems to be deeply embedded in our way of life.
There is, however, truth in the ancient adage "familiarity breeds
contempt." Each person can attest to the validity of this maxim
from his or her daily experiences, and the law is not immune from
this failing. Indeed, in the law familiarity may lead not only to
contempt but to more invidious ends. Repeated mechanical application saps meaning from the law, rendering it little more than a
rule or procedure followed more due to ritual than reason. This
legal fatigue extracts a high toll; the spirit of the law is gone, and
only the letter remains. This phenomenon now casts a pall over the
NLRA.
Fifty years is not a long time when considered against the background of our legal traditions; however, it is a long time in our fast
paced contemporary world. Fifty years of judicial and administrative interpretation and use, and fifty years' accumulation of procedure have buried the heart and soul of the NLRA. It is entirely
possible that the NLRA is largely taken for granted today by
members of the bench, the bar, and the public as another cog in
1.
referred
1935.
2.
to offer

49 Stat. 449 (1935) (codified at 29 U.S.C. §§ 151-168 (1977)). The NLRA, commonly
to as the Wagner Act, was signed by President Franklin D. Roosevelt on July 5,

See P. IRONS, NEW DEAL LAWYERS 206 (1982). Harvard was among the first schools
a course in labor law, commencing in 1921. Id.
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the legal system. It would be shameful to have no better reason for
the existence of the NLRA than that it was laid down by Congress
in the time of Franklin Roosevelt.3
An example of this unfortunate phenomenon can be seen in a
recent United States Supreme Court decision, NLRB v. Bildisco &
Bildisco.4 The Court, in an opinion by Justice Rehnquist,' held
that a debtor-in-possession, under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy
Code, may unilaterally avoid a collective bargaining agreement.
This may be done prior to receiving permission from the Bankruptcy Court.'
I In reaching this holding, Justice Rehnquist exhaustively explored and eloquently explained the policies served by bankruptcy
as an institution, and by Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code in
particular.7 However, the policies served by the NLRA and national labor policy generally were ignored in the Court's analysis.
The Justice noted, in passing, that the policies of the NLRA had
been contravened by the decision reached.8 The potential effects of
unilateral avoidance of collective bargaining agreements by debtors-in-possession on national labor policy were given no weight in
Justice Rehnquist's calculus." No further explanation is given; no
rationale offered; no balancing done.
This one-sided analysis may merely be one conservative jurist's
assault on labor's fortress, showing an ignorance of or a contempt
for the policies behind and the remarkable nature of this piece of
landmark legislation. It is more probable, however, that the
Court's opinion is but a symptom of the greater problem of legal
fatigue.
For years, law school courses have filled young minds with the
3. This is a paraphrase of Oliver Wendell Holmes' famous quote about the development of the law:
It is revolting to have no better reason for a rule of law than that so it was laid down
in the time of Henry IV. It is still more revolting if the grounds upon which it was
laid down have vanished long since, and the rule simply persists from blind imitation
of the past.
O.W. Holmes, The Path of the Law, in COLLECTED LEGAL PAPERS 167, 187 (1921).
4. 104 S. Ct. 1188 (1984).
5. Id. at 1191. Four other Justices joined this part of the opinion; Justices Brennan,
White, Marshall, and Blackmun dissented. The first part of the opinion, which held that
collective bargaining agreements are potentially avoidable under Chapter 11, was joined by
all nine members of the Court. Id.
6. Id.
7. Id. at 1197-1201.
8. Id. at 1200.
9. Id. at 1197-1201.
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substantive and procedural aspects of the NLRA; thousands of articles and books have been written on these topics."0 Nevertheless,
the policies behind the NLRA and the reasons for its enactment
have largely been neglected into obscurity. The dangers which may
flow from this course are evident in the Bildisco opinion. This
comment will attempt to scrape away the past fifty years, trace the
background of the NLRA, and discern the primary purposes that it
was enacted to serve. Only the National Labor Relations Act of
1935 will be addressed by this comment. Though the Labor Management Relations Act of 194711 and the Labor-Management Reporting and Disclosure Act of 195912 have subsequently amended
the NLRA, their effect has been one of fine tuning; these pieces of
legislation have not altered the basic policies of the NLRA." s

II.

SOURCES OF POLICY

The most accessible and obvious place to look for a statement of
statutory policy is in the preamble of a statute. Section One of the
NLRA, entitled "Findings and Policy," serves this purpose.' 4 It is,
unfortunately, an incomplete statement of the policies behind the
NLRA. Compromise is the hallmark and lifeblood of our legislative
process. Language is often altered to placate recalcitrant legislators, and to secure enough votes for passage. The language of section one was modified, however, not to appease a faction of Congress, but to appease the United States Supreme Court.
Following passage of the Wagner Bill by the Senate and prior to
final action by the House of Representatives, the United States
Supreme Court decided Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United
States.'" In Schechter, the Court held that Congress' power to regulate commerce was very limited, 16 and invalidated the National
10. This does not diminish the importance of these substantive topics or their study.
Litigation and procedure are essential to bring the promise of any statute to fruition.
11. Pub. L. No. 80-101, 61 Stat. 136 (1947). The LMRA is commonly referred to as the
Taft-Hartley Act.
12. Pub. L. No. 86-257, 73 Stat. 519 (1959). The LMRDA is commonly referred to as
the Landrum-Griffin Act.
13. The Taft-Hartley Act and Landrum-Griffin Act were primarily enacted to protect
employee rights. See K. McGuINEss, THE NEW FRONTIER NLRB 13-14 (1963).
14. 49 Stat. 449 (1935).
15. 295 U.S. 495 (1935). The Justice .Department had engaged in a policy of avoiding a
constitutional test of the NIRA, rather than seeking the best possible test case. This strategy backfired when Schechter placed it in the position of defending the NIRA, not as ap-

plied to a major industry, but as applied to live poultry. See R.
LAUGHLIN CASE 43 (1970); IRONS, supra note 2, at 85.
16.

CORTNER, THE JONES AND

295 U.S. at 544-46. The Supreme Court held that the National Industrial Recovery
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Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA).' 7 The decision raised a great deal
of controversy and almost caused an unprecedented constitutional
conflict between the President and the Supreme Court."8 Amid this
turmoil, Senator Wagner sought to preserve his bill. He instructed
his legislative aide to redraft section one in terms more constitutionally acceptable to the Supreme Court.1 9 The primary purpose
of the section, therefore, was to establish a firm constitutional
grounding for the NLRA rather than to completely express the
policies behind it. 20 This does not make section one useless to a
policy discussion, but reduces its value. 1
Act was an unconstitutional delegation of legislative power to the executive and that Congress acted in excess of its powers to regulate interstate commerce. Congress' power to regulate intrastate commerce only extended to intrastate commerce with a direct effect on interstate commerce. Id.
17. See infra notes 68-95 and accompanying text.
18. Two days after Schechter was announced, Roosevelt held a press conference. He
analyzed the opinion, the economy and other topics for almost ninety minutes. Finally he
accused the Court of being out of step with the nation and burdening the nation with a
"horse and buggy" definition of interstate commerce. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 106. After
seeing other significant New Deal legislation (e.g., Agricultural Adjustment Act, Bituminous
Coal Conservation Act) invalidated by the Court, Roosevelt considered taking action against
the Court. Ideas proposed included a constitutional amendment which would allow Congress
to override any Supreme Court decision by a two-thirds majority vote, restricting the
Court's jurisdiction, amending the Constitution to redefine interstate commerce and due
process and increasing the membership of the Court. Roosevelt sent a plan to Congress
which would have permitted one judge or justice to be added for each judge or justice over
seventy years of age. This plan was not well received. Id. at 272-76. Further friction was
avoided when the Court reversed itself in NLRB v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp., 301
U.S. 1 (1937). IRONS, supra note 2, at 272-76.
19. See CORTNER, supra note 15, at 59-60. It is interesting to compare § 1 of NLRA
with § 2 of the Norris-LaGuardia Act, 47 Stat. 70 (1932). The Norris-LaGuardia Act removed the jurisdiction of federal courts to grant injunctions in labor disputes. Congress'
authority to enact it was based on its absolute constitutional authority over the inferior
federal courts (U.S. CONST. art. I., § 8, cl. 9). Therefore, Congress was free to express policy
and philosophy directly, without couching it in terms of interstate commerce. Section 2
states in part:
Whereas under prevailing economic conditions, developed with the aid of governmental authority for owners of property to organize in the corporate and other forms of
ownership association, the individual unorganized worker is commonly helpless to exercise actual liberty of contract and to protect his freedom of labor, and thereby to
obtain acceptable terms and conditions of employment . ...
47 Stat. 70 (1933).
20. Some members of Congress were not convinced of the NLRA's constitutionality
when passed. See J. ALTESON, VALUES AND ASSUMPTIONS IN AMERICAN LABOR LAW 40 (1983).
Many lawyers outside of government also believed it to be constitutionally doomed. See
CORTNER, supra note 15, at 92-97.
21. Two years later the United States Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of
the NLRA in NLRB v. Jones and Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1 (1937). The NLRB
sought a strong test case, one involving a significant interstate enterprise like Jones and
Laughlin. See CORTNER, supra note 15, at 78-79. The Court held that the production of steel
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The legislative history is the ultimate source of congressional
purpose; it chronicles the making of the law. Statements, debates,
and hearings touch on all aspects of a piece of legislation, from
policy and philosophy to trivia and punctuation. When a piece of
legislation has a strong champion, the content of the position
adopted by Congress is clearer. The legislative history of the
NLRA presents a peculiarly clear focus, because the NLRA had a
particularly strong champion in Senator Robert F. Wagner of New
York. Though passed in 1935 at the height of Franklin Roosevelt's
popularity, the NLRA is not a piece of New Deal legislation. The
President never endorsed the bill until its passage was near,2" and
other administration officials were either apathetic or hostile to

it. 2 3 The NLRA had been Wagner's consuming passion for years;2 4

he considered it to be the only cure for the ills of labor and the
nation.2 5 The statute was drafted by Wagner's office under his direction.2 6 He introduced it, wrote the Senate Committee's Report,

7
led the debate, and lobbied for it within and without Congress.
To an extraordinary degree, Senator Wagner shaped the NLRA.2 8
For these reasons, the comments of Senator Wagner, more than

by a large interstate enterprise sufficiently affects commerce to come within Congress' power
to regulate intrastate commerce. 301 U.S. at 40-41.
22. Roosevelt would do no more than promise not to oppose the bill in early 1935.
Only days before the bill's passage Roosevelt called Wagner to the White House. In
Roosevelt's presence Senators Joseph T. Robinson and Pat Harrison tried to convince Wagner to withdraw his bill. Only after the bill was approved by the Senate (63-13) did
Roosevelt announce his support for the bill. See CORTNER, supra note 15, at 56-57 (1970);
Keyserling, The Wagner Act: Its Origin and Current Significance, 29 GEO. WASH. L. REV.
199, 202 (1960).
23. See Keyserling, supra note 22, at 203. General Hugh Johnson of the National Recovery Administration (NRA) opposed it, and Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins did little.
to advance the bill. Id.
24. See I. BERNSTEIN, THE NEW DEAL COLLECTIVE BARGAINING POLICY 27-28 (1950).
Wagner's dedication to labor began before the NLRA and continued after its enactment. Id.
25. "[The depression] cannot be remedied by new codes or general exhortations. It can
be remedied only when there is cooperation between employer and employee, on the basis of
equal bargaining power." From a radio address by Senator Wagner, January 13, 1933, reprinted in Keyserling, Why the Wagner Act, in THE WAGNER ACT AFTER TEN YEARS 5, 8 (L.
Silverberg ed. 1945). See also infra notes 105-19 and accompanying text.
26. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 226-27. No input or assistance was received from the
administration; however, some NLRB lawyers gave valuable assistance to Wagner's staff. Id.
The NIRA, on the other hand, was drafted by a diverse group of politicians, academics, and

others who were not necessarily working together. See I. BERNSTEIN,

THE TURBULENT YEARS

28-29 (1970). See also infra note 47.
27. See Keyserling, supra note 25, at 6.

28. See Edelman, New Deal Sensitivity to Labor Interests, in
DEAL

159, 186-87 (M. Derber & E. Young ed. 1957).

LABOR AND THE NEW
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any other person, express Congress' intent.2"
The final source of policy is the secular history of the day. Unfortunately this is too often overlooked by legal commentators and
analysts. The law is born as a response to secular events, and grows
in response to them. If this were not so we would all still study
Blackstone's Commentaries. Congress does not act sua sponte; it
responds to the conditions of the nation. No statute or legislative
discussion makes much sense in the abstract, eviscerated of the
events that gave rise to it. If contemporary economic, social and
political events are kept in mind, words on yellowed pages can become relevant and vital. Studying a statute while ignoring the
events of the day is akin to using a skeleton to study anatomy."
III.

STATUTORY BACKGROUND

The NLRA did not create the right to organize and bargain collectively. This right was recognized as early as 1842 in Commonwealth v. Hunt.31 Employers, however, utilized a variety of legal
weapons to prevent workers from enjoying this right. Criminal conspiracy was the weapon most commonly used at the time of Hunt.
The availability of more effective legal weapons, the labor injunction and the antitrust laws, later caused its demise.32 An injunction
could be issued, by a federal or state court, upon a showing of actual or threatened invasion of property.3 3 Commonly these injunctions were issued in ex parte proceedings; sanctions for contempt
were imposed without the benefit of a jury trial or an opportunity
to be heard.3 4 These actions gained the judiciary the enduring con29. Frances Perkins, Roosevelt's Secretary of Labor, later said:
It ought to be on the record that the President did not take part in developing the
National Labor Relations Act and, in fact, was hardly consulted about it. It was not a
part of the President's program. It did not particularly appeal to him when it was
described to him. All the credit for it belongs to Wagner.
Fleming, The Significance of the Wagner Act, in LABOR AND THE NEw DEA, supra note 28,
at 123, 128.
30. If a person from Mars were to examine the Act in a vacuum or on the Planet
Mars he would be overwhelmed by the ostensible justice of this criticism ....
The
only sane test of a particular law is whether the restrictions which it imposes are in
themselves fair, and whether, when added to the sum total of social controls, the
particular law promotes or retards a just relationship among the respective forces in
modern economic society.
From an address by Senator Wagner at Yale University (Apr. 16, 1937), reprinted in
Keyserling, supra note 22, at 229.
31. 45 Mass. (4 Met.) 111 (1842). This was, however, a distinct minority view.

32. See H. WELLINGTON, LABOR AND THE LEGAL PROCESS 16-17 (1968).
33. See I. BERNSTEIN, THE LEAN YEARS 195-96 (1960).
34.

See

WELLINGTON,

supra note 32, at 39. Of 118 reported federal labor injunction
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tempt of labor."
Nor was the NLRA Congress' first foray into the field of labor
relations. Following the calamitous Pullman strike of 1890,"6 a
presidential commission was appointed to study the strike and
suggest ways to prevent similar strikes in the future. The commission recommended that future labor disputes in the railroad industry be settled by mediation and negotiation. 7 These recommendations found fruition in the Erdman Act of 1898, which provided
the machinery for government mediation and conciliation of railroad labor disputes, and recognized the right of railroad workers to
organize.3 8 This policy of mediation and collective bargaining
proved to be successful. In strengthened and expanded form it
continues to the present.3 9
The emergency presented by the First World War also thrust
the government into the labor relations field. To support the war
effort, the government exercised control over the whole economy.4"
Maximum production was required to support the war; strikes
were an unwanted impediment to full production. As a means of
preventing strikes, the workers' right to organize and bargain collectively was recognized and backed by the federal government."1
Though this system functioned well, it was terminated after the
cases between 1902 and 1928, ex parte restraining orders were issued in 70. Id.
35. See id. at 26.
36. Employees of Pullman, a manufacturer of railroad cars, joined the American Railway Union (ARU). The ARU, led by Eugene V. Debs, was trying to organize all railroad
workers. Pullman workers struck over wage cuts. ARU tried to convince Pullman to submit
to arbitration, but Pullman refused. ARU workers responded by refusing to handle Pullman
cars. The affected railroads decided to fight, and as a result, rail traffic in the Midwest came
to a virtual halt. The ensuing violence was so great that President Cleveland sent federal
troops to Chicago to restore order. Federal courts found that the boycott/strike constituted
a restraint of trade, a violation of the Sherman Act. Though broad injunctions were issued,
the strike continued. Debs and other leaders of the ARU were later imprisoned for contempt. See E. BERMAN, LABOR AND THE SHERMAN AcT 64-67 (1930).
37. See J. ROSENFARB, THE NATIONAL LABOR POLIcY 7 (1940).

38. 30 Stat. 424 (1898). Though temporary, the provisions of the Erdman Act were
made permanent by the Newlands Act of 1913, 38 Stat. 103 (1913). See ROSENFARB, supra
note 37, at 11.
39. Railway Labor Act, 44 Stat. 577 (1926) (codified as amended at 45 U.S.C. §§ 15188 (1982)). Employers are required to bargain collectively with unions and, if agreement
cannot be reached, submit to government arbitration at the request of either party or the
government. See ROSENFARB, supra note 37, at 11-12.
40. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 20. The War Labor Board, composed of representatives of business, labor and government, was created to devise a plan of labor relations
for the duration of the war. See ROSENFARB, supra note 37, at 9.
41. See ROSENFARB, supra note 37, at 9.
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end of the hostilities.42
The New Deal had been little more than a slogan during the
presidential campaign of 1932. Roosevelt did not articulate specifics, largely because they had not been developed yet.43 Labor policy was particularly undefined." Unlike the previous administration, which had waited for things to get better, this administration
planned to take a more aggressive approach. 5 It was clear, though,
that the New Deal would focus on recovery rather than reform, but
experimentation with the existing system, in the name of recovery,
became something of a New Deal trademark. 4" Roosevelt called his
"brains trust"4' 7 together and assigned them the task of devising a
recovery program. There were primarily three approaches available
to them: reduction of working hours,4 massive public works programs, 49 and formation of a business-government partnership. 50
The last of these, also known as corporatism, 5 was chosen 5 2 as

the principal mechanism of recovery. Corporatism was based on a
belief that competition, particularly unbridled competition, is in42.

Id. at 10.
IRONS, supra note 2, at 17.
See ALTESON, supra note 20, at 35.
See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 4-5.
Id. at 2-3.

43. See
44.

45.
46.

47. The "brains trust" was an amorphous group of prominent businessmen, government officials, academics, and F.D.R. cronies to whom the President turned for advice. See
IRONS, supra note 2, at 17-26. Roosevelt initially assigned the job of drafting a legislative
recovery program to several groups, who worked in parallel. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26,
at 27-28. After a few weeks he grew impatient with their halting progress and lack of agreement. He summoned the groups to the White House and ordered them to lock themselves in
a room until they arrived at a consensus bill. A few days later the NIRA was sent to Congress. Id. at 29-30.
48. The American Federation of Labor (AFL) advocated this approach. Senator Black,
author of a bill that would have limited the work week to 30 hours, was the most prominent
spokesman. The underlying philosophy was that due to technological advances, industry's
ability to produce had exceeded the nation's ability to consume. The total number of manhours required was not as great as in the past. Roosevelt and other administration officials
considered this approach to be impractical, unworkable and unconstitutional. The bill was
killed. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 23-27.
49. This Keynesian approach was advocated most strongly by Roosevelt advisor Harry
Hopkins. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 17. The underlying philosophy was that government
had to spend more money and employ more people to compensate for the shortcomings of
the private sector during poor economic periods. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 22-23.
Title II of the NIRA included a 3.3 billion dollar public works program. Id. at 31.
50. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 19-22; IRONS, supra note 2, at 18-20.
51. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 18-19.
52. Corporatism was not embraced to the total exclusion of the other approaches. The
administration tried to placate all views to some extent. Title II was a concession to the
public works advocates; § 7(a) was a concession, of sorts, to the shorter hours advocates. See
J. GRoss, THE MAKING OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD 9 (1974).
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herently wasteful and inefficient; laissez-faire had become obsolete.53 A cooperative association between business and government,
on the other hand, would allow for maximum efficiency.5 4 Self-regulation would replace competition as the economy's counterweight;
competitors and not the market would make all of the rules. 5 5 Corporatism also required the abridgement of the antitrust laws.5 6 Co-

operation between competitors to the virtual exclusion of competition, is anathema to the pro-competitive letter and spirit of the
antitrust laws.
As one might expect, corporatism enjoyed strong support in the
business community.5 7 The Chamber of Commerce had suggested
it as early as 1931.58 Roosevelt had no serious misgivings about this
approach, 59 because he had basic faith and trust in the business
community.60 Recovery was of paramount importance, and
Roosevelt knew that the business community was vital to it.61
This scheme may sound like an extreme step, and it was, but the
emergency confronting the nation was also extreme. When
Roosevelt was inaugurated an estimated 13-15 million or 33% of
the work force was unemployed,62 and the average hourly wage had
dropped to 44.2 cents. 3 The gross national product dropped by
33% between 1929 and 1933.64 The economy did not match the

production level of 1929 in volume until 1937 or in dollars until
1941.5 The abject poverty thrust on the American people adversely affected the mental and physical health of the nation, and
stretched the social fabric to its breaking point.66 Far and wide the
spirit of a nation, gripped by poverty and desperation, was failing. 7 It was hoped that this temporary departure from the free
53. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 19.
54. Id. at 18-19.
55.

Id. at 19; BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 21.

56. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 19-20.
57. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 20-21.
58. Id.
59. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 18-19. Roosevelt's experience on the War Labor Board,
which practiced government-industry cooperation during the First World War, also caused
him to be disposed in favor of corporatism. Id.
60. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 19; BERNSTEIN, supra note 24, at 131.
61. See ALTESON, supra note 20, at 35-36.
62. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 316-17.

63. Id. at 319.
64. J. GALBRAITH, THE GREAT CRASH 1929, 173 (1955).
65. Id.
66. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 322-32.
67. Id. at 331-32. See generally id. at 312-33 (examining, with examples, the effects of
the Depression on the nation and its people, and futile efforts to address the problem).
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market system would raise prices, allow industry to get itself back
on its feet and drag the nation out of the Depression."'
Thus the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA)Ye came to
the rescue of the Republic. The NIRA allowed industries, through
trade associations or boards, to establish codes of fair competition. 70 Through these codes, the policy of industrial self-regulation
was implemented. They covered prices, production, standards,
wages and hours, and other aspects of industrial life. 7 1 Though
these associations were to be "truly representative of such trades
or industries",7 2 business invariably dominated the drafting of the
codes; 73 big business was the primary benefactor. 74 The spirit of
the NIRA was voluntary. The National Recovery Administration
(NRA),76 therefore, was willing to compromise extensively to get
codes in place. 7e
The NIRA also contained a labor section, section 7(a). 77 Section
7(a) required that all codes of fair competition recognize the right
of workers to organize and bargain collectively, and imposed a duty
on employers to respect this right.78 Never before, in peacetime,
had these rights been generally recognized. The reasons for including section 7(a) are diverse and not totally clear. In part, section
7(a) was part of the price that business had to pay for antitrust
exemption,7" but primarily it was a political move to keep labor
quiescent.80 The presence of section 7(a) did not change the character of the NIRA-it was a business statute first and foremost.
68. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 30. The NIRA was to expire in two years. 48
Stat. 195, 195 (1933).
69. 48 Stat. 195 (1933).
70. 48 Stat. 195, 196 (1933).
71. Enforcement of the antitrust laws was also restricted. See ALTESON, supra note 20,
at 16. The most heinous antitrust violations, like monopoly, were still proscribed. 48 Stat.
145, 146 (1933).
72. 48 Stat. 195, 196 (1933).
73. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 32-33. Codes often contained blatant restraint of trade
clauses. Id. Business was permitted to set wages and hours not arrived at through collective
bargaining through the codes. Id. at 204.
74. Id. at 33.
75. See infra note 85 and accompanying text.
76. See GROSS, supra note 52, at 13.
77. 48 Stat. 195, 198-99 (1933).
78. Id.
79. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 203-04.
80. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 29, 31. Labor spokesmen like Senator Wagner
demanded such a section. The President also wanted to compensate labor for the loss of the
Black Thirty Hour Bill. See GROSS, supra note 52, at 11; IRONS, supra note 2, at 203.
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The labor provision was merely an add-on."' It is unlikely that the
President expected section 7(a) to have much effect."2 Section 7(a)
was instantly hailed as "labor's Magna Carta. ' 's3 Labor reacted enthusiastically; recruiting drives which enlivened the labor move84
ment soon followed.
The NRA was created8 5 to oversee the implementation of the
NIRA. ss Shortly thereafter the National Labor Board (NLB) was
created to deal with matters arising out of section 7(a). 7 The NLB
was without any authority, save public opinion and its members'
influence,88 to enforce its orders." Industry boards and employers
began to blatantly flaunt the provisions of section 7(a).90 Adding to
the NLB's difficulties, the NRA permitted language substantially
different in content from section 7(a) to be used in codes"' and
supported interpretations of section 7(a) favorable to business.92
The NRA's interest was codes, not labor.e3 The President, who was
hesitant to lose the support of industry and jeopardize the recovery, often sided with business interests.9 4 The promise of section
81. It has been suggested that the purpose of § 7(a) was to give the appearance of
fairness. See ALTESON, supra note 20, at 37.
82. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 172. Labor relations had been so quiet due to
labor's weakened state that Roosevelt probably expected little action to follow. Id.
83.

Id. at 34.

84. Id. at 37. "President Roosevelt wants you to join the union" was the rallying slogan of the day. See F. DULLES, LABOR IN AMERICA 267-68 (1960).
85. This was done pursuant to authority given to the President to create such agencies
as he deemed necessary to implement the NIRA. 48 Stat. 195, 195 (1933).
86. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 26. General Hugh Johnson, veteran of the War Labor
Board, ardent corporatist, principal author of the NIRA and sometime Mussolini admirer
was selected as administrator. Id.
87. Id. at 205. The NLB was to settle disputes between workers and employers and
interpret § 7(a). See GROSS, supra note 52, at 15.
88. The NLB was a tri-partied committee consisting of prominent representatives
from government, business, and labor. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 205. Oddly enough, the
NLB's efforts met with early success; 88% of the cases they heard in the first four months
were settled. These cases, however, involved small industries. See GROSS, supra note 52, at
21-23.
89. The NLB relied upon the Justice Department and the Compliance Division of the
NRA to enforce its orders. Neither was very responsive. See IRONS, supra note 2, at 220-21.
90. In the Weirton Steel and Budd Manufacturingcases representatives of business
refused to appear before the NLB or to respect its order. A request for enforcement was
made but not acted upon by the Justice Department or Compliance Division. See GROSS,
supra note 52, at 37-38.
91. Id. at 13.

92. General Johnson favored company unions, proportional representation and individual bargaining; he considered the "closed shop" to be illegal. See IRONS, supra note 2, at
204-05.
93. See ALTESON, supra note 20, at 3; GROSS, supra note 52, at 14.
94. See COaTNER, supra note 15, at 42-43. In 1934, Roosevelt personally mediated a
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7(a) remained unfulfilled.
Senator Wagner, chairman of the NLB, was keenly aware of the
failings of the section. In 1934, he introduced a bill similar to the
NLRA.9 5 The President countered with Public Resolution 44,98 an
attempt to salvage the existing system. Wagner bowed to administration pressure and withdrew his bill.9 7 Public Resolution 44, how-

ever, failed to remedy the shortcomings of section 7(a) and the
NLB' 8 When the NIRA was struck down, labor did not mourn
long for section 7(a)." In fact, the NIRA's luster had worn off to
00
all.
IV.

INDUSTRIAL POLICY REFORMULATED

True to his word, Senator Wagner introduced his Labor Disputes Bill' 01 again in 1935. Upon cursory review, the NLRA appears to be a stronger, more direct version of section 7(a), a true
labor statute rather than an add-on. The NLRA did, in fact, address and remedy section 7(a)'s specific shortcomings. Senator
Wagner made this clear in debate:
The present bill cures the defects in existing law. It clarifies and amplifies
the provisions of section 7(a), and it centralizes in a single permanent National Labor Relations Board the duty to protect the collective-bargaining
rights of employees ....
[T]he Board will be empowered to issue orders
forbidding violations of the law and making restitution to those who have
been injured thereby. 02

In addition, the NLRA was to be the law of the land. Implementation was not dependent on the will, skill and largess of draftsmen
of codes of fair competition, but on the will and good sense of the
people expressed through their representatives in Congress.
The success of the NLRA at addressing the shortcomings of section 7(a), however, does not explain why it was enacted. Though
labor dispute in the automobile industry. The result was wholly favorable to industry and
contrary to NLB precedents. Any remaining NLB prestige was crushed. See GRoss, supra
note 52, at 61. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 183-85.
95. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 186-87.
96. Id. at 322.
97. Wagner confessed to his colleagues that withdrawing the bill was the most embarrassing moment of his public life, and promised to return with a new and better bill the
following year. 78 CONG. REC. S12041, S12044 (1934).
98. See GRoss, supra note 52, at 73-74.
99. See CORTNER, supra note 15, at 40-41. Certain unionists had taken to referring to
the NRA as the "National Run Around." Id.
100. See DULLES, supra note 84, at 267.
101. 79 CONG. REC. S2368 (1935).
102. Id. at S7569.
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more active, labor remained a weak political force. The NIRA
stood as the official blueprint for recovery; the NLRA was a slap in
its face. A revolutionary statute, therefore, would not be enacted
just to make labor happy. The policies behind the NLRA were
greater than repairing section 7(a); they represented a shift in national philosophy. Only through understanding those policies can
the importance of the NLRA be understood.
The fact that this statute was not an emergency measure intended to respond to the crisis at hand only, like the NIRA, is of
no small moment. 10 3 It was intended as a permanent measure to
remedy a longstanding problem, a modification of the system to
serve in good times as well as bad.""4 Though the particular exigent
circumstances of the day caused the NLRA's enactment, the issues
and policies underlying the NLRA are independent of the instant
economic or social situation in the nation. Congress did not merely
chop back the wild rose of the economic system; it grafted a new
bud onto the existing stalk.
The primary issue on the mind of the nation in 1935 was also the
primary purpose of the NLRA-economic recovery. Section one of
the NLRA states that "[t]he inequality of bargaining power between employees . . . and employers . . . tends to aggravate recuro The Roosevelt Administration
rent business depressions . . . ...
had not ended the Depression in "The Hundred Days."'0 6 By 1935
conditions had improved from the depths of 1933, but the situation was still unenviable. 10 7 Senator Wagner summarized the economic state of the nation this way: "Unemployment is as great as
it was a year ago. Average weekly hours of work, which stood at 371 . . . in the fall of 1933, stand at 37-1/2 today. The real income of
the individual worker employed full time is less than in March
1933. '' 10' In Wagner's view underconsumption was the primary
cause of the Depression. Underconsumption occurred because the
ability of industry to produce goods was increasing far faster than
the wages paid to workers. Workers desired to consume more-but
103. See supra note 68.
104. See 79 CONG. REC. H9733 (1935) (remarks of Rep. Beiter).
105. 49 Stat. 449, 449 (1935).
106. The first one hundred days of Roosevelt's first term was a period of great activity.
Legislation enacted was designed to bring about economic recovery and restore the nation's
confidence. The NIRA, the Agricultural Adjustment Act, elimination of the gold standard,
and bank reopening all occurred during this period. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 24, at 131.
107. The index of industrial production and GNP were both lower in 1933 than 1931.
Derber, Growth and Expansion, in LABOR AND THE NEW DEAL, supra note 28, at 3, 7.
108. 79 CONG. REc. S7568 (1935).
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they could not afford to consume more. This increase in productive
capacity could not be sustained without a vigorous consumer sector
to relieve the market of the goods produced. Lacking this, industry
collapsed under the weight of its own ability to produce.1 09 The
Senate Committee on Education and Labor found "[that] the depression had been provoked and accentuated by a long-continued
and increasing disparity between production and consumption;
that this disparity had resulted from a level of wages that did not
permit the masses of consumers to relieve the market of an everincreasing flow of goods .
"110 Senator Wagner expressed the
same ideas in debate:
These technological changes doubled the productive capacity of the average
worker between 1919 and 1933. In manufacturing alone, they increased his
hourly product by 71 percent. . . . As a natural corollary, the wage earners'
share in the product created by manufacturing has declined steadily for
nearly a century. Standing at 51 percent in 1849, it fell to 42 percent in 1919
and to 36 percent in 1933."'

As a solution, Wagner suggested that if workers could bargain effectively they would achieve higher wages. With these wages, workers would buy goods, support production and strengthen the
economy. " 2
Wagner's plan also had overtones of another popular movement
of the day, "Share The Wealth."'1 3 Low wages, which were the
cause of underconsumption, represented poor distribution of
wealth. The higher wages that workers would gain would come
from excessive profits earned by industry. Wagner noted that between 1926 and 1929 real wages increased by 10%, but dividends
increased by 104%. 1" While average wages in 1932 were but 44%
of the 1926 average and national income was 62% of its 1926 level,
dividend payments were 142% of their 1926 levels." 5 This trend
continued under the NIRA. Wages increased only 28% in the preceding two years; in contrast, the profits of large corporations rose
109. Id. at S7567 (remarks of Sen. Wagner).
110. S. REP. No. 573, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935), reprinted in 1 NLRB,

LEGISLATIVE
HISTORY OF THE NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS AcT, 1935, at 2301 (1949) [hereinafter NLRB,
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY].

i11.

79 CONG. REc. S7567 (1935).
112. Id.
113. This phrase was made famous by Senator Huey Long of Louisiana. His plan
called for a "Robin Hood-style" taking from the rich and giving to the poor. See C. PHILLIPS,
FROM THE CRASH To THE BLITZ 1929-1939 304 (1969).
114. 79 CONG. REC. S7567 (1935).
115. Id.
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42% and the profits of manufacturing and trading companies rose
64% .11" Shortsightedly, industry was not acting in the best interest
of itself, labor or the nation, and there was no indication that this
pattern would change.
Senator Wagner attributed recent improvements in the business
climate to large increases in public spending which increased the
buying power of the public, rather than to the success of the NIRA
cartels.' 1 7 He clearly spelled out the options facing the nation in
debate: "If the more recent quickening of business activity is not
supported by rises in wages, either we shall have to sustain the
market indefinitely by huge and continuous public spending or we
shall meet the certainty of another collapse." 1 8 The choice was,
therefore, between a subsidized non-competitive economy and a
modified competitive economy, in which workers could effectively
bargain for higher wages. The latter was chosen. Industry cartelization and socialism were implicitly rejected. In theory, of course,
workers already possessed the right to bargain for higher wages
through collective action, but in reality their bargaining position
was so inadequate that it rendered this right virtually null and
void. Senator Norris commented on this point during debate:
"[T]he employer has almost unlimited economic power in dealing
with the. . . employee. The employee has no economic power. The
employer holds in his hand the welfare, perhaps even the right to
live, not only of the employee but of his family."' "9 The NLRA
only modified the system by addressing this disparity. By imposing
a duty to bargain in good faith on employers, the impact of economic brute force was diminished. As Representative Eaton articulately said during the House debate: "The American instrument
for the distribution of wealth is not this body and it is not the
White House. It is organized industry, composed of the employer
and the employee working together as partners ... ."'0 In a very
real sense the NLRA was enacted to save industry from its own
greed."'
The second purpose of the NLRA was to promote industrial
116. Id.
117. Id. at S7568-69.
118. Id. at S7568.
119. Id.
120. Id. at H9679.
121. "[T]his injustice wrought its hardships upon those who were temporarily favored
as well as those who had been permanently neglected." Id. at S7567 (statement of Sen.
Wagner).
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peace, that is, to reduce the number and severity of strikes. There
are two distinct aspects to this policy: economic and non-economic.
Wagner summarized the problem this way:
The bitterness and the heavy cost of economic conflicts between employers
and workers in this country constitute a long and tragic story. Between 1915
and 1931 there were 4,856 strikes, involving the surrender of 2,795,000 jobs
and the loss of 72,957,000 working days. At least $1,000,000,000 per year
have been wasted because of these controversies.' 22

This cost was difficult for a healthy economy to bear, let alone a
sick one.
The number and magnitude of strikes had increased in each of
the two preceding yearss123
workers tried to realize their section
7(a) rights. The inclusion of section 7(a) in the NIRA, in a sense,
opened a "Pandora's Box." It was simply not possible to turn back
the clock to the desperate, but nearly strike-free days before
1933.124 The House Labor Committee found that workers, who
tried in vain to organize in reliance upon the promise of section
7(a), felt betrayed by the government. They foresaw a "menace to
the industrial peace that cannot be exaggerated," 12 5 if workers' attempts to realize their rights continued to be frustrated.
The non-economic aspects of strikes and labor unrest were
framed this way:
This toll of private warfare cannot be measured by statistics alone, for it
places the taint of hatred and the stain of bloodshed across the pathway to
amicable and profitable business dealings. Nor can we be satisfied to allow
these troubles to proceed unchecked to their bitter conclusion. A do-nothing
procedure leaves the temporary victor as exhausted as the temporarily vanquished, and sows the seeds for recurrent strife when the competitors have
rallied from their efforts." 6

The tone of employer-worker relations in 1935 was more volatile
and hostile than we can imagine today. It was common for companies to extensively spy on unions, 127 to maintain munitions stock122.

Id. at S7573.

123. See

DULLES,

supra note 84, at 271. There were as many strikes in the second half

of 1933 as in all of 1932; a still greater number (1,856) occurred in 1934. Id.
124. See infra note 143 and accompanying text.
125. H.R. REP. No. 1147, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935), reprinted in 2 NLRB, LEGISLATIVE HISTORY, supra note 110, at 3053.
126. 79 CONG. REC. S7573 (1935) (remarks of Sen. Wagner).
127. The LaFollete Committee found that espionage was an almost universal practice
in American industry. See J. AUERBACH, LABOR AND LIBERTY, THE LAFOLLETE COMMITTEE
AND THE NEw DEAL 97-99 (1969).
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piles,'2 8 to employ their own police forces, and to hire strikebreakers.' 2 9 It would not be an exaggeration to describe this situation as
warfare. The preceding summer's epidemic of strikes showed how
dangerous and volatile the situation had become. Across the nation
men who had reached their limit struck.' 3 0 The most serious and
dangerous of these were in Toledo, Minneapolis and San Francisco,
31
where labor strife literally presented a danger to public safety.1
Members of Congress were keenly aware and concerned about
32
these events.
The NLRA did not seek to eliminate or outlaw strikes or disagreements but to eliminate the cause of some strikes.'3 3 The Senate Committee found that approximately twenty-five percent of all
strikes could be attributed to the failure of employers to recognize
the right of workers to organize and bargain collectively.13 4 As Senator Walsh, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Education and
Labor, said: "There is nothing in the bill to prevent strikes. We
cannot stop that. No legislation can. What this bill does is to seek
to prevent strikes brought on as a result of the employer refusal to
recognize and bargain collectively with the properly designated
representatives of his employees.""'u By granting this right, Congress sought to transform collective bargaining from a source of
strife to an instrument of peace.' 36 The experiences of the railroad
128. Id. at 100-02. The LaFollette Committee discovered, for example, that Republic
Steel's munitions supplies included 522 revolvers, 64 rifles, 245 shotguns, 143 gas guns, 4033
gas projectiles, 2707 gas grenades and an unknown number of night sticks. Id. at 101.
129. Id. at 102-08. In many company towns, company police were the law. Three states
allowed company police to be deputized. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 152-53.
130. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 218.
131. These were "[s]trikes and social upheavals of extraordinary importance, drama
and violence which ripped the cloak of decorum from society, leaving exposed naked class
conflict." See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 217. Each strike was characterized by massive,
violent confrontations between the forces of labor and business; consequently, there were
many injuries and some deaths. In many ways these conflicts were equivalent to war. See id.
at 217-98.
132. "The breakdown of section 7(a) brings results equally disastrous to industry and
to labor. Last summer it led to a procession of bloody and costly strikes, which in some
cases swelled to the level of national emergencies." 79 CONG. REC. S2371 (1935) (statement
of Sen. Wagner).
133. The title of the Bill read "To diminish the causes of labor disputes burdening or
obstructing interstate commerce.
... 49 Stat. 449, 449 (1935). Section 1 states as one of
its goals "[to] promot[e] the flow of commerce by removing certain recognized sources of
individual strife and unrest." Id.
134. S. REP. No. 573, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935), reprinted in 1 NLRB LEGISLATIVE
HISTORY, supra note 110, at 2301.
135. 79 CONG. REc. S7672 (1935).
136. H. REP. No. 1117, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935), reprintedin 2 NLRB LEGISLATIVE
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industry and the War Labor Board were presented as evidence
that collective bargaining was a workable, viable, tested method for
resolving industrial conflicts and disagreements while7 minimizing
13
the impact upon the economy and the public peace.
The third purpose of the NLRA was the establishment of Industrial Democracy. Industrial Democracy is a vague and somewhat
esoteric term that has meant different things to different people.
Senator Wagner viewed it this way:
It is the next step in the logical unfolding of man's eternal quest for freedom. For 25 centuries of recorded time before the machine age we sought
relief from nature's cruel and relentless tyranny. Only 150 years ago did this
country cast off the shackles of political despotism. And today, with economic problems occupying center stage, we strive to liberate the common
man from destitution, from insecurity, and from human exploitation.
Caught in the labyrinth of modern industrialism and dwarfed by the size of
corporate enterprise, he can attain freedom and dignity only by cooperation
with others of his group.1's

During the House debate, Representative Connery, the bill's cosponsor, expressed this point more simply: "We are trying to give
the men and women of America the right to be free American citizens, to go about and say, 'I am the master of my own soul, I am
not an industrial slave." "
Unlike the previously discussed policies, Industrial Democracy is
not an end in itself. The virtues of this vague and abstruse idea are
not self-evident. The legislative record is surprisingly devoid of
discussion of the purposes that Industrial Democracy would serve,
or why Industrial Democracy is desirable. After reviewing the historical events of the period and reading between the lines of the
legislative history, however, the purpose of Industrial Democracy
can be discerned. That purpose is the preservation of the American
capitalist system.
The Depression placed unprecedented hardships upon the
American people. Yet, the early years of the Depression saw impressive restraint and respect for the established institutions.14 0 As
supra note 110, at 3056.
S. REP. No. 573, 74th Cong., 1st Sess. (1935), reprinted in 1 NLRB
HISTORY, supra note 110, at 2301-02.
HISTORY,

137.

LEGISLATIVE

138. 79 CONG. REC. S7438 (1935). For example, Louis Brandeis viewed our national
goal as rule by the people in both political and industrial affairs. See WELLINGTON, supra
note 32, at 41.
139. 79 CONG. REC. H9635 (1935).
140. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 435-36. Melancholia and personal defeat were
more prevalent emotions than anger. Id.
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the crisis wore on, however, the public became more receptive to
new and radical ideas, more willing to speak out and strike out.
People were no longer willing to wait; they wanted to take the matter of recovery into their own hands."'
The Communists were one of the benefactors of the nation's
misery and desperation. The Depression found the American Federation of Labor (AFL) moribund and in retreat." 2 Union membership dropped from 19.5% of the workforce in 1920 to 10.2% in
1930; an additional half million members were lost by 1933.1"' Due
to this weakened condition, the strike ceased to be an effective
weapon. It was rarely used, and when used, it was done so defensively. " The Communists, in contrast, were actively organizing
workers, mostly in coal, steel and other large unorganized industries, and in agriculture. 1 5 By 1931 the communist Trade Union
Unity League claimed 125,000 members."6 The unions involved in
the violent Toledo, Minneapolis and San Francisco strikes of 1934
all had communist or Marxist leanings." 7 Communist activity,
however, was not limited to unions. In many cities members organized hunger marches and collected food to feed the hungry." This
concern for the unemployed and poor, whether real or apparent,
gained support for the Communists in some quarters.
The Communists were not the only group active during this period. The Bonus Army marched on Washington in 1932 to urge the
premature payment of a bonus to World War I veterans. 149 They
camped in Washington, D.C., and presented the nation's capital
with a pathetic and vivid picture of the nation's desperation and
need. 150 This event occurred a scant three years earlier, and was no
141. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 218.
142. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 506-07.
143. Id. at 84, 335. Certain once powerful unions, such as the United Mine Workers,
Amalgamated Clothing Workers, Ladies Garment Workers, and the Oil Workers almost disappeared. Id.
144. Id. at 341-43.

145. See

BERNSTEIN,

supra note 24, at 4-5;

BERNSTEIN,

supra note 26, at 149.

146. Karsh & Garman, The Impact of the Political Left, in
DEAL, supra note 28, at 79, 100.
147. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 26, at 217-317.

LABOR AND THE

NEW

BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 427-32. See generally L. DECAux, LABOR RADI162-79 (1970) (discussion of the activities of communists in Cleveland during this
period).
149. The Bonus Army was a semi-spontaneous march on Washington, D.C. by World
War I veterans. The purpose of the march was to show support for a bill proposed by Representative Pattman, which would have provided immediate payment of a bonus to veterans

148. See

CAL

of the war. See
150.

BERNSTEIN,

supra note 33, at 437-54.

President Hoover ordered the United States Army to evict the Bonus Army. A
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doubt still in the minds of many Congressmen.1 51 Father Cox of
Pittsburgh led a group of twelve thousand hunger marchers to
Washington in 1932.152 The new electronic media gave charismatic
personalities the opportunity to spread their radical ideas from
coast to coast. The most prominent were Father Charles Coughlin'53 and Senator Huey Long,154 who preached their respective
gospels of social justice and "Share The Wealth" to millions. Internationally, hard times in Europe saw the rise of Fascism. Workers,
in conditions not very different than those in the United States,
embraced the false solutions of Mussolini and Hitler with fervor.
In the aggregate, this unrest presented an unprecedented, or at
least a rare challenge to our system. In retrospect, this period has
been recognized as a landmark time of social unrest and upheaval.1 55 The precarious situation facing the United States was
recognized explicitly by at least one member of Congress: "Men
can be exploited, they can be penalized they can be punished, but
this continued grinding-down process, this wearing-out process,
this brutal tramping on industrial treadmills, engenders such unrest and fosters such disorder that ultimately will lead to riotous
156
revolution.'
The conclusion reached by Congress is almost as obvious by its
small force headed by Douglas MacArthur dispersed the veterans with tear gas, tanks, and
torches. Id. at 453-54.
151. See 79 CONG. REC. H9715 (1935) (remarks of Rep. Traux). These remarks seem to
reflect such awareness.
152. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 432.
153. Father Charles E. Coughlin was a Roman Catholic priest who preached over the
radio in the 1930's. He decried capitalist greed, and preached a gospel of "social justice,"
which contained elements of religion, socialism, Marxism, and populism, and hints of fascism and anti-semitism. His weekly radio audience was estimated to be as large as thirty
million. Father Coughlin initially supported the New Deal, but became a critic when it became apparent that Roosevelt was interested in preserving the old system, not building a
new one. Father Coughlin made an abortive attempt to enter the political arena in 1936. He
continued to criticize Roosevelt until the Church silenced him in 1942. Father Conghlin
obeyed the Church's order, and remained silent until his death. See PHILLIPS, supra note
113, at 305-08.
154. Huey P. Long was the former governor and senator from Louisiana; his political
machine controlled the state for years. Long was often characterized as a prototypical demagogue. He was flamboyant, charismatic, and arrogant. Long was a very vocal critic of the
New Deal, and advocated his more radical "Share-The-Wealth" plan. His following was tremendous; his "Share-The-Wealth" Clubs claimed ten million members. Long seriously considered running against Roosevelt in 1936, until his assassination on September 8,1935. Id.
at 302-05.
155. See Fleming, supra note 29, at 135. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
has called this period
the greatest test of American Democracy since the Civil War. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33,
at 512.
156. 79 CONG. REC. H9715 (1935) (remarks of Rep. Traux).
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absence in the legislative history as it would be by its presence.
Knowing of the misery of working class Americans and seeing the
signs of unrest about them, Congress feared violent revolt and the
destruction of the system. Congress wanted to bring about "the
emancipation of American labor not by riotous revolution but by
peaceful evolution. 11 57 Establishing labor unions in the economic
system was one way of evolving the system. This approach was viable because labor unions in the United States had traditionally
been strongly pro-capitalist. 58 American unions are steeped in
pragmatism, not ideology. Rather than fighting to change the system, they chose to accept capitalism and fight for a greater share
of the wealth produced by it.1 59 "Unions need capitalism," a powerful labor leader once remarked, "like a fish needs water." 1 0 Interestingly, the Communists were among the most vocal opponents
of the NLRA."6 '
Developing a framework in which industrial democracy could exist that was amenable to both labor and industry was a difficult
task, given both sides' fundamental distaste for government intervention. Traditionally, industry viewed governmental intrusion as
an assault on the free-enterprise system. Competition, the talisman
of capitalism, was sacrificed by each governmental intrusion. The
AFL, in the 1930's had not yet fully repudiated Samuel Gompers'
philosophy of volunteerism, 6 2 and also shunned governmental interference. American labor savored competition as much as the
most ardent capitalist. The American labor movement was born in
157. Id.
158. BERNSTEIN, supra note 24, at 135-36; WELLINGTON, supra note 32, at 85.
159. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 33, at 91. Samuel Gompers considered socialism to be
undesirable and impractical. Id. at 93. He also considered the AFL to be a bulwark against
Communism. Id. at 93-94. Communist unions, in turn, considered the AFL to be the capitalists' first line of defense, and made it their first target. Id. at 140-41.
160. David Dubinsky, the late president of the ILGWU, said this. See BERNSTEIN,
supra note 24, at 135-36.
161. Together with industry, the prime opponent of the NLRA, they were strange
bedfellows indeed.
162. Voluntarism can be best defined as "group individualism." Labor only wanted to
be a force in the economic system. It would earn power, respect, and financial rewards. Help
from the government was not requested or wanted. This is largely because the government,
particularly the courts, were traditionally hostile to labor. Legislative gains, like the Clayton
Act, were often nullified by subsequent judicial interpretations. See G. HIGGINS, VOLUNTARISM IN ORGANIZED LABOR IN THE U.S., 1930-1940 85 (1969). "[W]e do not," Samuel
Gompers once said, "accept government as the solution of the problems in life." See DULLES,
supra note 84, at 252. Only the desperate conditions of the Depression caused the AFL to
retreat from this position. See BERNSTEIN, supra note 24, at 23.
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conflict, and seems to revel in it.'6 ' Senator Wagner recognized this
problem:
One method of approach to the problem of industrial peace would be for the
Government to invoke compulsory arbitration or to dictate the terms of settlement whenever a controversy arises. . . In any event, it is so alien to our
American traditions of individual enterprise that it would provoke extreme
resentment and constant discord.' 6

The NLRA reconciled these differences and established a workable system. Only the legitimacy of the union,'6 5 a forum for conflict, collective bargaining, 6 6 and a few ground rules"6 7 were established by the legislation. Results are not dictated; agreement is not
required. Senator Wagner explained:
[The duty to bargain in good faith] does not compel anyone to make a compact of any kind if no terms are arrived at that are satisfactory to him. The
very essence of collective bargaining is that either party shall be free to
withdraw if its conditions are not met. ' 8

Workers retained the rights to strike and picket;6 9 employers retained the right to hire, fire, lockout, shutdown,17 0 or even call in
the National Guard.' 71 "All we do," explained Senator Walsh in
debate, "is remove the barriers that have kept employees away
from their employers, which have prevented collective bargaining,
which have resulted in strikes without any attempt to negotiate.
All we have done is promote the orderly process of collective bargaining.' 1 72 This system represents the triumph of reason over
force. 173 The compromise was ingenious. Through unions, workers
could participate in the system and gain materially, but the basic
system remained intact. Competition and conflict remained the
keystones of the system; only the forum has been changed. Not
163. See Kassalov, Industrial Conflict and Consensus on the United States and
Western Europe, in LABOR RELATIONS IN ADVANCED INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES, ISSUES AND
PROBLEMS (B. Martin, E. Kassalov ed. 1980).
164. 79 CONG. REC. S7537 (1935).
165. 49 Stat. 449, 453 (1935).
166. Id. at 452.
167. Id. at 452-53.
168. 79 CONG. REC. S7571 (1935). Representative Griswold expressed the same idea

more colorfully: "There is not a thing in this bill to provide control .... Ifwe can reach
agreement, all well and good; if we cannot, we go back to the old system of dog eat dog,
which we
169.
170.
171.
172.
173.

had before." Id. at H9682.
Id. at S7673 (remarks of Sen. Walsh).
Id.
Id. at H9684 (remarks of Rep. Connery).
Id. at S7673 (remarks of Sen. Walsh) (emphasis added).
Id.
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only is the economic system preserved, but a means to implement
the policies of economic recovery and strike reduction discussed
earlier is provided.
This formulation of Industrial Democracy contrasts sharply with
the implicitly rejected system of "Industrial Autocracy," which existed under the NIRA. Labor played a supporting role, not much
different than raw materials or machinery. All choices and decisions were made by industry, contrary to Congress' ideal. 174 Industrial Democracy has placed workers on a level with employers; not
for all purposes, but for those in which labor has a direct interest.
V.

CONCLUSION

The foregoing shows that the NLRA cannot be conveniently labeled a "labor statute" and consulted for labor questions only. The
genesis of the NLRA shows that it expresses far reaching national
economic and social policy. The NLRA rebuked the demon of corporatism in favor of a competitive market, and in the process
helped to revive the antitrust laws, and the Jeffersonian, pro-competitive ideals that underlie them. In a sense the NLRA, which economically enfranchised workers, led the way for future legislative
and judicial action which would economically enfranchise minorities, women, the handicapped and other previously excluded
groups. The idea that the mere existence of a right is not enough
to guarantee its enjoyment was fundamental to the Civil Rights
movement, which sought the enactment of legislation giving teeth
to constitutional doctrine. There is much more to the NLRA than
meets the undiscerning eye; it should not be underestimated. Doing so will jeopardize one of the pillars of modern American industrial society. Senator Wagner anticipated these problems, and
keenly observed, "[I]t is the function of the statesman to separate
17
' 5
the expediencies of the moment from the needs of the country.
It is no less the task of the lawyer. The nation vis-a-vis the NLRA
deserves no less. Perhaps the Supreme Court was right in Bildisco,
and the problems of a building supply contractor's union do not
174. "It was intended that the codes should be formulated with the united action of
labor and management, but with labor denied the opportunity to organize and bargain collectively, practically all the codes have been conceived and drafted . . by employers
alone." Id. at S7568 (statement of Sen. Wagner).
175. Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Education and Labor on the National
Labor Relations Act and Proposed Amendments, 76th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. I at 4 (1939),
reprinted in Keyserling, supra note 22, at 233.
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amount to much in a bankruptcy proceeding. However, the policies
behind the National Labor Relations Act do.
Michael J. Heilman

